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Abstract
Theamountof biological sequencesintroducedin
the general collections, and the growing
complexity
of the biologicalknowledge
require the
constructionof modelsto formalizethis knowledge
andparticularly the relationshipsbetweenseveral
datatypes. Twoexamplesof such situations are
presentedhere, they result fromthe biological
researchlead in our teamin the field of molecular
evolution. ColiGeneis a modelling of E. cull
genetics devotedto the analysis of relationships
betweengenomicsequencesand geneexpressivity.
MultiMapimplements a new formalization of
genuinemapsallowing manipulationof "mapsof
maps"in twospecies. Applicationof ColiGeneand
MultiMap
are not restricted to molecularevolution
and, for instance,MultiMap
offers newcapabilities
for infering data on a genomefromknowledgeon
anotherspecies. This couldbe essential for many
mappingprojects (human,mousebut also other
mammals like pig). Development and
implementationof those modelshave been done
using an object-oriented knowledge base
management
system (SHIRKA)
interfaced with
dedicated genomicdata base management
system
(ACNUC).
Graphicalinterfaces havebeendesigned
to give an environment
similar to the biological
representationsusedby biologists.
Introduction
Since 1980our group has developedcomputertools to
handle genomicsequences. Wehave been amongthe
first to proposegenomicdata bases (Gautier et al.,
1981), then to developa dedicateddata base management
system (DBMS): ACNUC(Gouy et al., 1985).
ACNUC
implements a first modelling of genome
organizationallowingaccess to codingparts of complex
genes. HoweverACNUC,
as other systems using the
relational model(Kanehisaet al., 1984;Kuharaet al.,
1984), is not able to represent complexbiological
structures. For example,it is unhandyto formalize,
under the relational model, the various regulation
pathwaysinvolved in gene expression. Morever,the~
systems introduced a somewhatartificial boundary
between
data itself andrestd ts of data analysis.It appears
clearer and clearer that "methodologicalknowledge"
cannot be separated from"biological knowledge".
As an
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example, the expressivity of E. coli genes can be
inferred from complex computations applied to
sequences. Aquery to retrieve highly expressedgenes
needs that the system"knows"the methodto estimate
expressivity. Objectmodelsare particularly asJaptedto
manageand to integrate these twokinds of knowledge.
Material
and methods
The object-oriented knowledgebase managerSHIRKA
(Rechenmann& Uvietta, 1991) has been used
develop ColiGeneand MultiMap.It has already been
validated in various biological fields: species
identification (Gautier &Pav6, 1990) or biological
growth models (Rousseau et al., 1986). SHIRKA
handlestwokind of objects, classes andinstances,under
one common
formalismbased upona notion derivating
from Minsky’s frames (Minsky, 1975): the schemes.
Classes allow the formal definition of the modeland
instancesare realization of the classes, oneinstanceis
attachedto oneor manyclasses. Classesare organizedin
a hierarchical
structure,
which is a common
characteristic of mostobject-oriented systems. SHIRKA
integrates various inference mechanisms:patternmatching,inheritance, proceduralattachment.Procedural
attachment provides a simple wayto link methodsto
biological objects. It allowsassociation of methodsto
slots. Valueinferenceis then realized by automaticcall
to calculusprocedures.
Queries and navigation in the knowledgebases are
madethrough graphical interfaces called IVANattd
lACE(Grivaud, 1992). UnderIvan, navigation is made
by mousepointing in a graphical representation of the
hierarchical structure of the base (Fig. 1). A similar
mechanismallows navigating along links between
instances that result fromthe existenceof slot values
belongingto anotherclass of the hierarchy. Moreover,
this interface provides managementtools such as
knowledge bases loading, creation or edition of
instances. IVANprovides also a panel devoted to
queries. Queriesapplyto instances of a selected class
andresult fromuser’s choiceof restrictive domainsfor
slot values. The list of instances matchingthe query
condition can be saved in a file andused as input for
newqueries. Wecan notice that, under IVAN,instance
visualization and queries use all SHIRKA
inference
mechanisms.
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Figure 1 n Main window of the graphical interface IVANdeveloped for knowledge bases built upon SHIRKA.Panel "Arbre des
classes" shows the hierarchical organization of biological objects integrated in the base, it is possible to select a given class at
this level. Panel "Attributs" allows to visualize the attributes attached to the selected class. Panel "Instances" contains the list of
all instances belonging to this class.

SHIRKA
is written in Le_Lisp (ILOG, 1992a);
graphical tools attached to SFIIRKA(and to the
knowledge bases) are developed using the interface
generator Aida (ILOG,1992b). Le_Lisp,’rod Aida ,are
available on a wideset of computers,fromPC.clones to
UNIXworkstations. The current versions of ColiGene
,and MultiMap run on SUNSPARCstations with at
least 16 Mbytesin main memory.

Results
Both ColiGene and MultiMap follow the general
organization presented in Fig. 2. The core of the
structure is the SHIRKA
system, associated with its
dedicated interface IVAN. The managementof the
methods linked with the knowledge base is made
throughgraphicalinterfaces developedunderAid,’], the~
methodsare mainlywritten in C. Interfacing lo]owledge
bases with ACNUC
allows ,’m efficient management
of
a large set of nucleotidesequences.ColiGene,in its first
stage of development,u.sed ,’dl E. coli sequencesof the
GenBank
collection (Burksel al., 1991) and is pre~ntly
connectedto the EcoSeqcollection (Ruddet at., 1991).
32O ISMB--93

MultiMap
has access to ,all humanandinurid sequences
of GenBankwith regular updating.
ColiGene
£: coli is one of the best knownliving organismand
about 50%of its genomehas already been sequenced.It
is the organismwhere the mechanismsthat lead from
DNAto proteins are best known,particularly with the
workof Ikemura(1981) on tRNAcellular frequencies
and the dynamicmodelling of translation madeby Gouy
(1981). Relationships between the way genomic
information is written and gene expressivity (the
amountof proteins in the cell) have been already
identified (Gouy & Gautier, 1982; Blake & Hinds,
1984; Mddigueet al., 1991). However,morecomplex
relationships remainto be analyzed, particularly in
function of the newavailable knowledgeon translation
andtranscription initiation processes. This requires a
modelling of E. coli genetics that takes into account
both local organization of genetic information and
methods that have been proposed to estimate
expressivity. This aim implies, for example, that

ColiGene contains nothing about structures like
insection sequences, recombinationsites or replication
origins. Moreover, the amount of data concerning the
relationships between sequences and expressivity in
E. coli is so huge, that we just took into account a few
mechanisms intervening
in the regulation
of
transcription initiation and translation initiation and
elongation. Particularly, we focus on factors allowing to
predict the effidency of the regulation signals involved
in these Frocesses.
SHIRKA

[

I
Knowledge

Figure 2 ~ General organization of ColiGene and
MultiMap.The kernel consists in the object-oriented
knowledgebases managementsystem SHIRKA,associated
to the navigation systems IVANand IACE.The first one is
for general purposeand the secondone is dedicated to the
use of the SHIRKA
classification algorithm (Rechemann
Uvietta, 1991). Linked with the knowledgebase, we can
find the interfaces for methods managementand for
nucleotide sequencedata base access (ACNUC).
UnderColiGeneit is possible to access the structure
of objects like transcription and translation initiation
signals; genes coding for proteins, tRNAand rRNAand
complex organizations like operons and regulons. Gene
names, maplocations and nucleotide sequences are taken
from the EcoSeq/EcoMaidEcoGene
collections version 6
(KennRudd, pets. comm.),phcnotypic traits associated

to the genes, alternative names, and E.C. codes for the
enzymes are taken from Bachmann(1990). Promoter
data were collected mainly from the Collado-Vides,
Magasanik & Gralla compilation (1991). Presently
ColiGeneallows access to the structure of 1,314 protein
genes, 86 structural RNAgenes, 178 promoters, 75
transcription terminators and 326 operons. It is also
possible to access the 490 nucleotide sequences of the
EeoSeqlibrary.
In the class representing protein genes we have
integrated generic information such as the systematic
and alternate names of the gene (slots name and altname), E.C. code when the encoded protein is an
enzyme (Ee-code), map location in minutes on the
E. coli chromosome(map), the number of amino-acids
in the protein (amino-acids) and the mnemonicof the
sequence associated to the gene (reference) in EeoSeq
collection. Wehave considered that the translation
initiation region should be integrated in the protein gene
structure, so the slot TIR allows access to a scheme
describing the initiation site attached to a particular
gene. Finally we can find two slots corresponding to
codon usage indexes: MND(Mean Number of tRNA
Discriminations per elongation cycle) and RC(Right
Choicein codonthird position). The value of these slots
is inferred by procedural attachment and, dependingupon
resulting indexes ~ores, the expressivity of the gene is
deduced. The possible values for the slot expressivlty
are high, mediumand weak, corresponding to three
classes of protein genes, namedHighly Expressed Genes
(HE), Moderatly Expressed Genes (ME) and Weakly
Expressed Genes (WE).
In the class representing operons, sequences are not
directly associated to instances, so operons wheregenes
and signals correspondto different entries in EcoSeqcan
be represented. The composition of an operon is
summarizedin its slot structure, so it is possible to
querythe base to relrieve operonsthat matcha particular
structure (e.g. numberof genes in the operon, presence
of translational coupling betweentwo genes). Here is an
example of an operon structure under our formalism:
[p]G.GGpOU(t).p is for promoter, G for gene, O for
ORF,U for URFand t for terminators. A dot indicates
the occurence of translational coupling between two
protein genes. A bracketed structure is potential (i.e.
described as potential in the literature) and a squarebracketed structure is putative (i.e. detected using
prediction algorithm). Informations on regulatory factors
that enhanceor inhibit the transcription of an operonare
also introduced.
Methodologicalknowledge,represented by a wide set
of sequence analysis programs, has also been introduced
in ColiGene. These programs are written in classical
algorithmic
languages (C or Fortran) and the
communications between the knowledge base and the
applications are made by temporary text files or by
dynamic linking. Methods are invoked either by
proceduralattachmentor directly by the user. In the first
case, the starting of a method is automatic, and is
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Figure 3 -- Use of the CAmethodcoupled with ColiGeneto study the codon composition of E. colt protein genes. ]’he two
first factors of the CAare displayedon the graph, and the repartition of the genesalong the first factor showsthat their codon
compositionvary following their expressivity. The three ellipses are groupinggenesbelongingto the sameexpressivity level
class. Fromright to left we can find highly expressed genes(liE), moderatlyexpressedgenes (ME)and weaklyexpressed genes
(WE).
realized each time a user wants to visualize an instance
containing inferable slots. In the second case, all
attached methodsare accessible through a menupanel.
We have integrated methods for coding sequence
localization
(proteins and tRNA), promoter and
terminator search, etc. After an analysis is complete, it
is possible to integrate revealed features in the
knowledge base since all research and prediction
procedures have an instance creation option available.
After instance creation and integration, it is immediately
possible
to have ColiGene work with the new
structures.
General purpose tools have also been
integrated. So, it is possible to access programs for
statistical analyses and to graphical tools that ,are
necessary to exploit the results furnished by these
programs.
Biological results have been yet obtained with
ColiGene in combination with these programs. For
example, we have studied the codon composition of all
the E. colt protein genes by the mean of the
Correspondance Analysis (CA) method. On the graph
with the two first factors of CA, we can see that it
exists a repartition of the genes alo,~g the first factor
that follows their expressivity (Fig. 3). This is
confn-mation -- on a wider ~t of genes -- of the work
of Gouy&Gautier (1982) which stated that the codon
composition of the E. colt protein genes is highly
correlated to the their expressivity.
322
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MultiMap
Localisation of genes along the genomeis one of the
main challenge of moderngenetics. Large projects have
been initiated to build a genomic map for humanbut
also for several other mammals(mouse, rat and pig as
examples). Efficient manipulation of these data is
essential to combineinformation of different types to
build composite maps (Collins et al., 1992) more
complete than individual maps. Application results
mainly from the possibility of finding genetic markers
of somecritical genes (implied in genetic diseases or as
selectionnable quantitive trait in agricultural research).
Moreover,important features of gene functionning are
littked to localization (DNAcondensation, replication
date, etc.) Our group is particularly implied in research
on the isochore organization of mammaliangenomes
(Mouchiroud& Gautier, 1990; Mouchiroudet al., 1991)
and its evolution.
Mammalian genomes are
compartimentalized in regions with different G+C%
contents called isochores (Bernardi, 1989). This
organization seems to have an implication on gene
distribution since it appears that genesare preferentiaUy
localized in G+Crich isochores. To understand
mechanisms
resl~msible of Ibis structure it neces.,~ry to
compare geuomes of several mammals. Such studies
imply the manipulation of different
kinds of
information: i) biological objects such as chromosomes,

cytogenetic bands, DNAsequences and associated
concepts usually handled in molecular biology
(expression products, introns, exons); ii) sequence
localization given by linkage and physical maps with
their ownunits to express gene localization (unaccuracy
must be taken into account too); iii) base composition
of genes studied and treannents that can be applied to;
iv) comparative information between different species,
such as conserved chromosome segments (Sawyer,
1991). Part of this information is stored in databases.
But these databases do not integrate methods to apply
complextreamaents on data they store.

cytogenetic map
map~ ............
mousemap
-- ........... haman
map
I.iiiiiiiii_ill
genetic map
physical map
order map

cytogenetic map element

bands obtained with G staining methodare described by
1,806 instances. For man, three stages of chromosome
banding are represented according to the ISCN
classification (Hamden&Klinger, 1985) and to T bands
(Dutrillaux, 1973). For mouse, one stage of banding
integrated to the model. Information on homology
between mouseand humanis also represented and these
loci can be handled with their GenBanksequences.
Nucleotide sequences of 1,700 human loci and 330
mouse loci are directly accessed through links with
Genbank.
Cartographic information is represented by two
classes that describe mapsand mapelements (Fig. 4).
the maphierarchy each class represents a particular type
of map(linkage, physical...). A mapobject includes
slots giving the unit used to localize objects (such as
CentiMorganor Kilobase), the chromosomeit is linked
to, and a slot called element which allows the research
of instance belonging to subclasses of the class
elements-of-maps. The subclasses of elements-ofmapsallow positionning of a large variety of genomic
objects in a map. This representation of cartographic
information by two classes allows the inclusion of a
mapas element of another one, which is important to
order local maps along a chromosome, having
unestimated gaps between them.

genetic map element

aida

physical mapelement

hsa 16

order map element
Figure 4 -- Simplified hierarchy of classes representing
mappinginformation in MultiMap.A possibility is given
to include a mapas an elementof an other map.
Wehave then used the object approach of ColiGene
to build a system able to handle heterogeneous
information (i.e. composition, homology,localization
and processing) to complete classical databases.
MultiMap integrates data about the human and mouse
genomestaken from several databases and personal files.
Information on the mouse genome (linkage maps,
cytogenetic maps and object nomenclature) is taken
from EMG(EMG, 1990). In the same way, GDB
(Pearson et al., 1992) and Genatlas (Fr6zal, 1991)
provide data on hamancytogenetics ,and gene definition.
An advantage of MultiMap, in comparison with EMG
and GDB, is that it allows direct handling of
homologous loci and associated data. So basecomposition studies implying mapping infonnations
can be achieved. In the same way, the base composition
of coding and non-coding sequences can be computed.
Biological concepts are described using 27,000 objects.
We have represented chromosomes and links to
available maps, genes and pseudogenes, anonymous
DNAsegments. Organization of gene clusters is
described by 95 instances. Cytogenetic chromosome

I

IIIII
i i

Figure 5 -- Visualization of complex treatments
integrating localization and base compositionof genes.
This figure shows a cytogenetic
map of human
chromosome
16. Vertical bars represent G+Ccontents in
the third codonposition of coding sequencefor the genes
Perri~re
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localized in each band. The mainvertical bar stands for
60%G+Ccontent (representation used by Ikemura &Aota
(1991)).
Exploitation of the knowledgestored in MultiMapis
provided by a set of integrated methods. Analyses of
GenBanksequences can be achieved, with respect to
their localization using access to ACNUC.
A subset of
GenBankhas been choosen and integrated to the system
to avoid problems in compositionnal studies due to
redundance. Graphical editors allow the interrogation of
maps represented, and the obtention of information on
each elements included such as genes or cytogenetic
bands. Different levels of cartography can be visualized
simultaneously on the same screen. The use of map
editors is possible to apply specific algorithms to each
element of a map and to visualise the results on a
graphical representation,
without leaving the
environment. For exemple the base Composition of
human loci located on chromosome G bands can be
directly obtained through GenBankaccess (Fig. 5).
Also, graphical comparative mapping between man and
mouseis currently under development.
Discussion
Strong relations exist betweenthe modelof a knowledge
representation systemand the aims assigned to the tools
developed with it. Manysystems using frames were
previously developed in various fields of molecular
biology and have proven useful. Two well known
examples are MOLGEN
(Friedland
et al., 1982;
Friedland &Kedes, 1985), which was built for helping
experimentplanning and representating genetic data, and
GeneSys (Overton, Koile & Pastor, 1990), which was
built for modelling eukaryotic genes expression
regulation. Our developments have confirmed that
object-oriented
systems are powerful modelling
languages that are able to represent complexbiological
systems that range from prokaryotes to eukaryotes. The
possibility of using a slot which is an instance of
another class is a natural way to describe complex
("embedded")biological organizations. This is clearly
the case for the modelling of "mapsof maps"structure
in MultiMap. Moreover, description of a biological
concept as an entity with slots eases it.,; manipulation
by non-specialists. In MultiMapcytogenetic bands have
specific slots that allow the research of included objects
by calling complex functions without any user
intervention. Biological knowledgechanges quickly, and
a large part of knowledge in molecular biology is
unsettled. In this context, the object modelis powerful
in the sense that it allows the construction of tools that
are easy to be modified.
The query mechanism associated with SHIRKAis
clearly less complex thai the one provided by query
languages associated with DBMS
(like SQL). However,
use of a graphical interface allows complexbiological
questions: under ColiGene, it is possible to make a
324
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query like "retrieve all protein genes that are highly
expressed and which contain a weak translation
initiation site" (Fig. 6). This kind of query is possible
due to the integration of methodological knowledgein
the bases. Integrating in the base the new knowledge
that methods are able to produce allows round-trips
between "formal" and "methodological" knowledge. An
exampleof this situation is the following: it is possible
to use the prediction methods linked to ColiGene to
detect new protein genes in sequences, then it is
possible to introduce these predicted genes in the base
and to perform other analyms on them. These analyses
leading to the creation of newobjects in the base, such
as the possible translation initiation sites associated to
the gene.
A peculiarity of Le_Lisplanguage is that it allows
to consider functions written in C or Fortran as Le_Lisp
functions. So, some methods used in procedural
attachment could be written in those languages instead
of Le_Lisp. In the ca~ of knowledgebases dedicated to
molecularbiology, the interest of such a possibility is
evident: the use of any program from the numerous
packagesof sequenceanalysis is virtually possible.
This is an evidence that the genomicdata bases will
have, in the near future, to integrate more and more
graphical interfaces. Firstly, they are necessary to
simplify object manipulation: visualization of a mapis
the best way to have an immediate idea on relative
position of genes. Then, they simplify the management
of queries by scrolling menus.At last, they facilitate the
use of methods included in the knowledge base by
guiding the user with messagesand by providing default
options to avoid misuses.
Finally, some limitations to the SHIRKAmodel
have been shownduring the construction of ColiGene
and MultiMap. This is why some developments are
currently madein collaboration with the conceptors of
the SHIRKA
system in a way to improve its modelling
capabilities. In summary,the main limitations we have
encountered were: i) the difficulty to realize a whole
knowledge base as a single hierarchy, due to the
complexity of the biological objects represented.
Biological structures are represented in ColiGeneand
MultiMapfrom only a functional perspective. Certain
kinds of structures should howeveralso be considered
from other perspectives, such as an evolutionary
perspective; it) the impossibility to represent in an
efficient way somekinds of knowledgesuch as dynamic
knowledge,complexobjects or textual itffonnations; iii)
the fact that all the knowledgeand the tools for its
representation and use have to be loaded in central
memory,as it exists no manager for objects on disk.
This limitation implies the use of computer systems
with a least 16 Mbytes in main memory to have
ColiGene and MultiMap work. However, despite these
limitations, it is remarkable that SHIRKA
was flexible
enoughto allow the representation of a wide variety of
biological concepts that range from bacterial operons to
chromosomeand maps. It is also noteworthy that the
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Figure6 -- Example
of queryunderColiGeneallowingthe retrievingof the proteingeneshighly expressed.In the first panelof
the interface(a), the slots attachedto the selectedclass aredisplayed.Theuserselect the slot he wantsto use to buildhis query
(here expressivlty). This action activate the comparatorpanel (b), in this panel only certain kinds of comparators
activated, dependingon slot type. Selection of a comparator,
in this case est_egal_a(whichmeans"is equal to") activates
slot editor (c) for typingthe valuesto retrieve. Aftervalidation,valuesaredisplayedin the querybuilder(d) andit is possible
activate the queryor to extendit usinga logical connector(el (= and), ou (= or) andsauf (= not)) (e). Thisquerybuilder
the access to complexobjects, so it is possible to completethe precedingqueryby interrogatingon the slots values for the TIR
associatedto the proteingenesand~, to retrieve highly expressedgeneswith weakTIR.
robustness of this system h&~permitted the management
of a huge number of objects, respectively 6,000 for
ColiGene and 27,000 for MuliiMap (classes and
instances merged).

Conclusion
The use of an object-oriented modelling la.guage like
SHIRKAhas allowed the building of two biological
knowledge bases devoted to genome analysis.
Publications of biological results obtained by using
these bases has already validated the approach(Cortay et

al., 199I; Mouchiroud et at., 1991). However, it must
be noticed that such development needs large efforts
particularly
in the conception of the model and the
development of the user interface.
Presently this
interface,
allows complex data analysis
in an
environment relatively familiar to the biologist. The
next step is to provide the user with the methodological
knowledge of the domain in a simpler way. This will be
achieved by using a task mmlagement system to model
data analysis strategies. Such a system, fully compatible
with SIIIRKA already
exists
and is presently
experimented in our laboratory
in another project
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(Chevenet, Jean-Marie & Willamowski, 1993). Linkage
between biological
knowledge modelling and
methodologicalknowledgemodelling is a very attractive
continuation for the workpre~nted here.
Personal accounts on a dedicated machineproviding
access to ColiGene (and soon MultiMap) could be set
up upon request to the authors. SHIRKAcode of
ColiGene is also available at our anonymous FTP
server: biomol.univ-lyon1.fr.
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